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We generalize the bulk-synchronous parallel (BSP) processing model to make it better support agent-based

simulations. Such simulations frequently exhibit hierarchical structure in their communication patterns which

can be exploited to improve performance. We allow for the creation of temporary artificial network partitions

during which agents synchronize only locally within their group in a way that does not compromise the

correctness of a simulation. We have built a distributed engine, CloudCity, which uses this idea to improve the

locality of computation, communication, and synchronization in such simulations. We experimentally evaluate

the performance of our system on a benchmark of simulation workloads and compare it against other popular

BSP-like systems, obtaining insights into the impact of various system design choices and optimization on

simulation engine performance.

CCS Concepts: • Computer systems organization → Distributed architectures; • Information systems
→ Information retrieval; Query languages; • Computing methodologies → Simulation support systems.

Additional Key Words and Phrases: agent-based simulations, distributed systems, bulk-synchronous parallel
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1 INTRODUCTION
Agent-based simulations are simulations in which a number of agents, each with their own thread,

code, and state, interact in a virtual environment. They play an increasingly important role in the

social sciences [6, 24, 26, 27, 36, 41, 42, 44, 63, 69, 70], sustainability research [14, 20, 46, 47, 50,

52, 59, 60], economics and finance [10, 15, 25, 29, 58, 71, 73], epidemiology [1, 40, 43, 49, 64, 66],

population dynamics [11, 21, 38], and entertainment (gaming [5]). Agent-based simulations have

become important tools to help make decisions of monumental importance to modern society.

The popularity of the agent-based simulation paradigm is mainly due to its great expressive

power. An agent may execute arbitrary code, affecting its state as well as the state of the virtual

world. Developing precise simulations is relatively simple: The desired behavior can be coded

directly, rather than requiring the crafting of complex mathematical models (such as systems of

partial differential equations) that describe the scenario indirectly or in the aggregate.

Agent-based simulations are increasingly prevalent as building blocks of data science pipelines

and impose significant data science and data engineering challenges. They are data-intensive, as a

simulation’s state can be very large. Simulations can be thought of as operators (even queries) to be

composed with other data management and analysis operations in the pipeline. This creates a need

for suitable optimization techniques. A simulation’s start state and parameterization come from

databases and analytics upstream. The analysis of simulation traces and outcomes downstream

requires complex data transformation, aggregation, time series analysis, and machine learning. As

such, agent-based simulations are of interest to the data management research community.
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Example 1.1. A COVID study by epidemiologists at Imperial College made public in the spring of

2020 [31, 40] garnered worldwide media attention since it predicted that the then-prevalent strategy

of the British and US governments to approach COVID by inaction, hoping for the population to

achieve herd immunity, could lead to more than half a million deaths in a relatively short time

span in the UK alone, and to about 2.2 million deaths in the US. These results were obtained by

adapting an agent-based simulation model first developed for avian influenza (H5N1) in Southeast

Asia [30]. This simulation model used rich information about social networks, commute patterns,

occupations, social classes, and the school system on the level of individuals. In many cases, data

was unavailable or incomplete – for instance, population density data as a basis of social network

data in rural areas was reconstructed from satellite images – and gaps in datasets were filled using

a combination of clever data engineering and auxiliary simulations. The document [30] describes

this highly complex data science pipeline that combines a number of simulation models.

Challenges. While a number of agent-based simulation toolkits have been made available [53],

most seem to be the outgrowth of simulation projects by domain scientists, and to this day, agent-

based simulations have seen very little foundational research from core computer science. This

leads us to two main challenges:

(1) We need a clean abstraction of agent-based simulations, with a precise semantics that

helps us understand the commonalities with and differences from established models of

distributed computation. This allows us to draw from previous research and facilitates

further work.

(2) We need to create and understand foundations and architectures for systems (engines) for

running agent-based simulations at large scale – for instance, to simulate billions of humans

in an economic or epidemics simulation.

Scaling such simulations up and out is challenging. While simulations are naturally massively

parallel (they are programmed to run as large collections of parallel threads), what makes the

problem difficult is the flexibility of the agent-based simulation paradigm. The amount of necessary

communication, coordination, and synchronization among agents and their environment is fre-

quently very high when compared to the amount of local computation performed by agents. Also,

given the different roles played by the agents in a simulation, the computation and communication

patterns among the set of agents in a simulation may be highly heterogeneous and skewed. Thus,

the key challenge is to tame the complexity of synchronization between threads (agents) while

ensuring consistency according to a suitable semantics. A main goal is to transform the agent-based

simulation problem into one that can profit from optimized synchronization, “embarrassing” paral-

lelism, increased data locality, and, ultimately, if possible, well-established, optimized data-parallel

processing architectures and systems.

Traditionally, executing large numbers of heterogeneous threads belongs to the domain of

operating systems. However, general-purpose operating systems (1) do not satisfactorily scale to

today’s needs of agent-based simulations (often billions of agents / threads), and (2) do not take

advantage of the communication and synchronization patterns specific to agent-based simulation.

Allowing and requiring agents to perform unconstrained interprocess communication and to

implement their own synchronization protocols leaves much performance potential untapped.

One important simplifying factor is that, in many domains, the builders of simulations desire

semantics of a highly synchronous “round-based” flavor (like in many board games), which is

relatively intuitive and easy to understand. In a round, agents act individually: they perform
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computations, process incoming messages, and send messages of their own.
1
This is followed by

global synchronization and message reshuffling and delivery across the entire simulation at the end

of each round. The amount of computation done by each agent in each round is typically moderate,

making such simulations relatively synchronization-heavy.

Bulk-synchronous parallel processing [67] (BSP) systems such as Map-Reduce [23], Spark [72],

and Pregel [45] have become an industry standard for processing massive amounts of data in

parallel, and are successfully used in many big data processing and data science applications. The

BSP model seems well-aligned with the round-based simulation model just described. This must

be weighed against the above-observed heavy skew present in many simulations: Vanilla BSP

is considered not to be as well-suited if the amount of work to be done to the data segments

is highly skewed. Also, given that the skew in such simulations may be very volatile and the

simulation semantics prescribes very frequent global synchronization (thus the embarrassingly

parallel phases between synchronizations are relatively short), one cannot expect wonders from

established load-balancing techniques. Still, BSP, as a family of architectures, remains a prime

candidate for designing agent-based simulation engines.

Large simulations frequently exhibit (temporary) hierarchies of groups of agents such that

the communication latency constraints are hierarchical – the delivery latencies for messages

across group boundaries are allowed to be greater than for message delivery among agents in

the same group. For instance, in an epidemics simulation, agents may be grouped by city or

country, with infections spreading between groups more slowly than within a group, due to the

latencies caused by travel or quarantine measures. Even if the simulation semantics is based on

global synchronization between rounds, to simulate actions of varying duration, agents may be

inactive for some rounds or send messages that take several rounds to arrive at their destination,

to approximate varying amounts of passed real-time. This means that the need for frequent global

synchronization in an actual simulation may be less stringent than its abstract semantics dictates.

A simulation engine that can leverage this fact may be able to partition its workload and perform

the necessary synchronizations more efficiently: It may execute rounds and synchronize the agents

within a group faster as data is more local and synchrony (consensus) needs to be achieved for

smaller groups of agents than otherwise, while performing global synchronization less frequently

and preserving the desired semantics.

To be able to leverage these implicit hierarchies in simulations for obtaining performance benefits,

we need to make research progress on a number of fronts, including (∗) a suitable, easy-to-use
programming model that allows expressing waiting through rounds and relaxed message delivery

latencies in a way that can be understood and leveraged by the system, (∗) a formulation of a

simulation semantics that allows showing that certain relaxed synchronization choices are correct

and equivalent to full round-based synchronization, (∗) algorithms for creating hierarchies of

agents that allow for the semantically correct weakening of global synchrony, and techniques for

exploiting the performance benefits that become thus obtainable, and (∗) a system architecture

that supports the optimization and execution of simulations while embedded within a data science

pipeline. Progress on this front may allow for faster, larger, and thus more accurate agent-based

simulations, providing better insights and predictions.

Contributions. We propose a simulation semantics in which we re-purpose the abstraction of

partition tolerance in distributed systems. Network partitions are usually outside of our control,

and a distributed system needs to cope with them. In this work, we turn them into a tool for more

1
For simplicity, but without loss of generality, we assume a shared-nothing model in which each agent has its private state,

and agents interact only by messaging; the purpose of synchronization is purely to ensure that message orderings (with

respect to round boundaries) are consistent with the simulation semantics.
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efficient simulations. We seek to form groups of agents such that synchronized communication

across group boundaries is not required in every round. The system is tolerant to a network partition

along group boundaries for a certain number of rounds, as messages sent across the boundary

during the partition do not need to be delivered immediately. So, conceptually, we can create a

brief artificial network partition during which we do not need to synchronize globally (just locally,

among the agents of each group) without compromising the correctness of the simulation. To this

end, we formalize the notion of 𝐾-availability, which models the acceptable latency by which pairs

of agents may communicate. Distinguishing between agents within a group that synchronize at a

high rate and those synchronizing across group boundaries at a lower rate permits optimizing the

execution of a large simulation. This is achieved by aligning the hierarchy of agent groups with the

hardware and memory hierarchy and exploiting (data) locality. The simulation is equivalent to an

unaltered run in which no partition is introduced. We formalize and develop this idea into a model

of generalized BSP computation that is suitable for efficiently processing agent-based simulations.

Based on this model, we develop a system architecture for agent-based simulation engines, which

we have also implemented in a scalable engine called CloudCity.
2
The optimizations supported

by this system include: (∗) Groups of collocated agents are de-parallelized by turning threads into

coroutines via thread merging. The degree of parallelism is reduced to better match the number of

available hardware threads. A hierarchy of agents can be automatically aligned to the hardware

hierarchy. (∗) The round-based semantics dictates that messages sent in one round arrive at the

beginning of a later round. This does not immediately allow to turn local message passing into direct

read and write accesses to other agents’ states without violating event orders under our semantics.

We introduce an efficient double-buffering mechanism that, however, allows to turn message

passing into direct memory accesses, and thus remove significant compute and communication

overheads. In our architecture, a simulation is presented as a pipeline operator that maps an initial

simulation state (a set of initial agent states) to a time series of simulation states that captures the

simulation run. This time series can be easily queried by a collection-based query language, and our

system supports the optimization of simulation execution and querying by deforestation; that is,

the recording (logging) of the time series as the simulation is running is optimized to only include

the output required downstream.

We compare CloudCity with current state-of-the-art distributed systems that support BSP-like

computations, specifically Spark [72], GraphX [37], Flink Gelly [12, 33], and Giraph [3, 45]. We use

representative workloads selected from fields where agent-based simulations are prevalent to bench-

mark the relative performance of these systems. Since such systems have different programming

models, we explain important details concerning how we implemented the workloads to ensure that

the agent code in a workload behaves the same across systems. Regarding the relative performance

of these systems, even though GraphX, Flink Gelly, and Giraph are all designed for large-scale

graph processing, our intuition is that their performances when executing agent-based simulations

will depend on the underlying system designs. To convey this intuition, we summarize various

system features that are most relevant to obtaining efficient executions of agent-based simulations,

including in-place updates and efficient local messaging, and investigate the applicability of these

features for each system. This high-level analysis is accompanied by empirical evaluation, which

demonstrates that the relative performance of different systems can indeed differ by orders of

magnitude due to their alternative design choices.

For the experiments, we start with tuning each system, for example, by varying the number of

workers per machine and adopting their best configuration for other experiments. As the number of

agents and machines increases, our experimental results show that across all workloads, CloudCity

2
The Cloud City in Star Wars is located “hierarchically” above BeSPin.
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is 2× faster than Flink Gelly, one to two orders of magnitude faster than Spark and GraphX, and

more or less on par with Giraph. After that, we run microbenchmarks to stress test each system, by

increasing the number of messages sent per round to other agents as well as the number of rounds

until the computation is resumed. As expected, the execution time of all systems increases as the

number of messages increases to 30×; CloudCity and Giraph have similar performance, and both

systems are 2-10× faster than Flink Gelly, and over 100× faster than Spark and GraphX. When

introducing idle periods of up to 20 rounds, the overall average time per round drops for all systems,

but to different extents. CloudCity has built-in support to speed up intermittent computation,

which leads to a performance advantage. With idle periods of 20 rounds, CloudCity is over an order

of magnitude faster than both Giraph and Flink Gelly, and two orders of magnitude faster than

Spark and GraphX. Finally, we evaluate CloudCity-specific optimizations and exploit hierarchical

communication latency constraints with 𝐾-availability separately. Direct memory access is up to

2× faster than messaging. Deforestation can potentially eliminate almost all of the overhead of

materializing the time series for a simulation, and the speedup depends on the selectivity of the

user query and the number of user-defined attributes. In our experiments, deforestation improves

performance by up to 5×. For hierarchical communication, synchronizing different components

only every 20 rounds also improves performance by 2× in all workloads.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we introduce our programming

model, which showcases how users can interact with our distributed simulation engine through

a self-contained example. In Section 3, we delve into the computational model of our system,

explaining how computation proceeds in a distributed simulation and how agents synchronize. Our

system architecture is designed for efficient execution of our computational model, as highlighted

in Section 4. In Sections 5 and 6, we provide details on translating our DSL to Scala and exploring

system optimizations, respectively. We then describe our experimental workloads and compare our

system with current state-of-the-art BSP systems, analyzing both high-level insights and empirical

results in Section 7. In Section 8, we discuss existing distributed agent-based simulation frameworks

and their scalability bottlenecks. Finally, we summarize key insights and future work in Section 9.

2 PROGRAMMING MODEL
At its core, CloudCity is a distributed agent-based simulation engine. Users define parallel agent

programs using a domain-specific language (DSL) library in CloudCity (written in Scala). These

agent programs are then compiled into Scala, which can be executed directly by our engine. We also

make queries over the outcome of a simulation easy by integrating simulations into data science

pipelines via an analytical operator Simulate. Users can nest different simulations to form complex

data science pipelines. In this section, we describe our DSL in detail and show how simulations can

be composed with other data science pipeline components through Simulate.

2.1 Agent DSL
Users define agents by creating a subclass of Agent class defined in the CloudCity library. An agent
is an object instantiated from a subclass of Agent. There is no concurrent read or write to an agent’s

attributes or methods. Agents are single-threaded during the execution of a simulation.

Agents communicate through messaging. Each agent has a unique id and a mailbox that buffers

received messages. An agent sends a message m using

send(rid : Long, m : Message) : Unit,

where rid is the id of receiver agent. Message class is also defined in our library and can be extended
to create subclasses. Sending a message is fire-and-forget. To retrieve a message from the mailbox,
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an agent calls

receive() : Option[Message],
which returns None if mailbox is empty.

By default, messages take one round to arrive. Some messages can tolerate a longer delay. For

example, an agent may process messages once every 20 rounds. Not all messages sent to this agent

need to arrive in the next round. Our library defines TimedMessage, which is a subclass of Message
with additional attributes sentTime and delay, in the unit of rounds. The attribute sentTime (i.e.,

the time of sending) is set by our system. A timed message is an instance of TimedMessage that

arrives after delay rounds rather than one round.

In addition to supporting message-passing protocol using send and receive, our library also

provides support for remote procedure calls (RPC). Agents send RPC requests with

asyncCall(receiver.API(args∗) : T, delay : Int) : Future[T],
which returns a future object used by the sender to check the arrival of the RPC reply and to

retrieve the RPC’s return value. Future[T] is defined in our library, with similar usage to that

in the standard Scala library. During code generation, our system compiles RPC calls down to

message-passing, by creating corresponding RPC request messages that arrive in delay rounds.
If an agent does not want to receive a reply after sending an RPC request, then it can use

callAndForget(receiver.API(args∗) : T, delay : Int) : Unit,
which has a signature similar to asyncCall but returns nothing. Unlike asyncCall, callAndForget
does not generate a future object and thus has better performance. RPC request messages generated

by asyncCall and callAndForget can be distinguished by a sessionId attribute, which is None
for messages generated for callAndForget.

Using receive together with other computation instructions is one way to process RPC requests.

Alternatively, a receiver can handle such requests in batches via

handleRPC() : Unit,
which traverses received messages in an arbitrary order. For each RPC request, the receiver calls

the corresponding method and sends a reply message when applicable. An RPC reply has the same

delay and sessionId as the corresponding request.
An agent executes its instructions sequentially and synchronizes with other agents at the end of

each round (explained in Section 3). Instructions are separated into different rounds via

wait(n : Int) : Unit.
Intuitively, in round 𝑡 , an agent that executes wait(n) becomes idle until round 𝑡 + n starts, and
only then it will resume executing instructions that follow wait(n).

We illustrate how to define agents using these DSL instructions in Code 1, for a minimal epidemics

example described below.

Example 2.1. We model the spread of a disease. For simplicity, we assume that a person is either

healthy or infectious, represented by a Boolean attribute infectious. A healthy person becomes

infectious when in contact with an infectious person. An infectious person remains infectious

indefinitely. The disease spreads as infectious people randomly contact others.

Agent definition in Code 1 resembles a typical object-oriented program. Each person agent has

attributes (lines 2–3) and methods (infect, main). The infect method (lines 5–7) can be specified

in RPC requests for execution. On line 14, we use callAndForget to send RPC requests for infect.
A healthy person becomes infectious after processing RPC requests.
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1 class Person extends Agent{
2 var infectious: Boolean = Random.nextBoolean ()
3 var outNeighbors: Col[Person] = Col[Person ]()
4

5 def infect (): Unit = {
6 infectious = true
7 }
8

9 def main(): Unit = {
10 while (true) {
11 handleRPC ()
12 if (infectious) {
13 outNeighbors.filter (_=> Random.nextBoolean ())
14 .foreach(i=>callAndForget(i.infect (), 1))
15 }
16 wait (1)
17 }
18 }
19 }

Code 1. Agent definition

The round-based behavior of a person agent is defined in main (lines 9–18): in every round, an

agent processes all RPC requests using handleRPC (line 11). If infectious, an agent infects neighbors

randomly selected from outNeighbors (lines 12–15). Instruction wait(1) (line 16) divides the

computation of the while(true) loop (lines 10–17) into different rounds. Simulations only run for

finitely many rounds, as specified by users (see below).

2.2 Simulate Operator
We add to the arsenal of data scientists a new operator Simulate, which enables simulations to

interoperate with other components of a data science pipeline through the following interface

Simulate(agents : Col[Agent], total : Int) : Seq[Col[Agent]],
where Col[𝑇 ] and Seq[𝑇 ] are collections and sequences of a type variable𝑇 respectively. Simulate
is called with a collection of agents and the number of rounds total that a simulation should run

for. This operator returns a time series, i.e., a sequence of snapshots, where each snapshot is a

collection of agent objects taken at the end of each round.

In large-scale simulations, auxiliary simulations are common for reconstructing missing data or

comparing different configurations. Such simulations form complex data science pipelines and can

greatly benefit from composing simulations as an operator with other components in the pipeline.

Here we revisit Example 2.1 and present expressions that integrate simulations in data science

pipelines. Researchers may be interested in questions similar to those in Table 1. Simulate operator
makes it easy for users to express such questions, shown in Scala pseudocode. We assume that each

round represents a day and a simulation runs for 90 rounds by default.

Code 2 shows how to compose different operators in the data science pipeline for Example 2.1,

including preprocessing and postprocessing. The DSL instructions in the agent class definition

in Code 1 need to be translated to Scala, which is described later in Section 5. To distinguish, we

refer to the generated class definition for Person as generated.Person (line 4). The social network
graph of the population is generated using the Erdős-Rényi model [28], omitted in Code 2. The

probability that any two people are connected is assumed to be 0.01. For postprocessing, we select
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Table 1. Sample questions and query expressions

Q1 How does the total number of infected population change over time?

Simulate(agents, 90) .map(_.filter(_.asInstanceOf[Person] .infectious) .size)
Q2 How many individuals are infected in the end, averaged over 10 simulations?

Range(1, 10) .map(Simulate(agents, 90) .last.filter(_.asInstanceOf[Person] .infectious) .size) .average
Q3 Start a new simulation from day 30 of an existing simulation. How many people are infected on

day 30 of the new simulation?

Simulate(Simulate(agents, 30) .last, 30) .last.filter(_.asInstanceOf[Person] .infectious) .size

1 object EpidemicSimulation {
2 def apply(population: Int): Seq[Int] = {
3 // Preprocess
4 val people = (1 to population).map(new generated.Person)
5 val agents = ErdosRenyiGraph(people , 0.01)
6 // Start simulation
7 val timeseries = Simulate(agents , 90)
8 // Postprocess , query evaluation
9 timeseries.map(_. filter (_. asInstanceOf[Person ]. infectious).size)
10 }
11 }

Code 2. Full simulation pipeline

Q1 from Table 1. This query returns a sequence of integers, where each integer represents the

number of infected people at the end of a round.

3 MODEL OF COMPUTATION
In the previous section, we stated that a simulation proceeds in a sequence of rounds, which is

similar to the BSP model [67], where computations proceed in a sequence of supersteps. However,

different subsets of processors in the BSP model cannot synchronize locally. Large-scale simulations

often form hierarchies among agents, where a group of agents communicates more frequently

and at lower latency than others. In this case, simulations can greatly benefit from supporting

partitioned execution where different groups of agents synchronize locally for some time before

synchronizing globally. Thus, a hierarchical BSP model [7, 9, 13, 57] may be more desirable. We

start with making some basic notions precise.

Definition 3.1 (Agents). An agent is a sequential thread that communicates with other agents by

sending messages. For this purpose, every agent has a mailbox that buffers incoming messages.

Each agent has an associated logical clock (initially 0) that changes in discrete ticks. Per agent,

round 𝑡 ends when its logical clock is incremented to 𝑡 + 1, and execution begins with round 0. A

round corresponds to a tick.

The agents’ logical clocks are not general logical clocks but much more well-behaved: They

are updated only through synchronization mechanisms in the system and cannot be otherwise

manipulated, in particular not by the agents themselves. We describe how the system changes the

clocks of agents later in this section. Depending on how the simulation is run (detailed below), the

clock values between the agents need not be synchronized.

For ease of presentation, we explain the model in terms of the following instructions:
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{A1, A2, A3, A4, A5, A6, A7}100

{A1, A2, A3, A4}10

{A1, A2}1 {A3, A4}1

{A5, A6, A7}20

{A5}1 {A6}1 {A7}1

Fig. 1. A hierarchical partition of a set of 7 agents.

(1) send(B, m, k): send message m to B that is delivered when B’s clock gets incremented to 𝑡 + k
where 𝑡 is the time of A at the point of sending.

(2) wait: wait for the next synchronization (a syntactic sugar for wait(1)) – the agent can

continue working after its clock has been incremented by one.

(3) receive: fetch an arbitrary message from the mailbox (or return nothing if the mailbox is

empty).

This matches our description in Section 2 with the only difference that in the send instruction, we

make the message latency k explicit and refer to a receiver agent B directly rather than by its id.

𝐾-Availability. We say an agent A is 𝐾-available3 at time 𝑡 to agent B if messages from B to A
sent in the interval [𝑡, 𝑡 +𝐾 − 1] arrive at 𝑡 +𝐾 . It follows that if A is 𝐾-available to B in round 𝑡 for

some 𝐾 > 1, then necessarily, A is (𝐾 − 1)-available in round 𝑡 + 1. Agent A can process a message

m only if its clock has reached the expected arrival time.

Messages between different agents can be arbitrarily delayed, which can be viewed as the occur-

rence of a network partition that separates agents into different components. As an optimization,

we can partition agents based on their availabilities.

In the following, we discuss two different semantics of a simulation, non-partitioned and parti-
tioned execution. Non-partitioned execution directly corresponds to BSP in the sense that computa-

tion proceeds in “global rounds” where after every round, all agents are synchronized. Partitioned

execution models what we call the weighted hierarchical BSP model.
4
Intuitively, we prescribe a

recursive partition of the set 𝑆 = {A1, . . . , A𝑛} of all agents. Per set 𝐶 in this recursive partition, we

fix a separate number 𝐾 , indicating that this set of agents is synchronized every 𝐾 round.

Definition 3.2. A weighted hierarchical partition of 𝑆 is a tree C = (𝑉 , 𝐸) with two vertex-labeling

functions 𝐶 : 𝑉 → 2
𝑆
and 𝐾 : 𝑉 → ℕ such that

• for the root vertex 𝑟 we have 𝐶 (𝑟 ) = 𝑆 ;
• for any inner vertex 𝑣 of C with set of children 𝑁𝑣 , we have

(1) |𝑁𝑣 | ≥ 2 and

(
𝐶 (𝑤))𝑤∈𝑁𝑣

is a partition of 𝐶 (𝑣) and
(2) for every𝑤 ∈ 𝑁𝑣 there exists an integer 𝛼𝑤 > 1 such that 𝐾 (𝑣) = 𝛼𝑤𝐾 (𝑤); and

• for any leaf vertex 𝑣 , we have 𝐾 (𝑣) = 1.

We call the sets 𝐶 for which there exists a vertex 𝑣 in C such that 𝐶 = 𝐶 (𝑣) the components of
C. Note that every component appears as the label of exactly one vertex, allowing us to identify

vertices and components. Hence, if 𝐶 = 𝐶 (𝑣) is a component and𝑤1, . . . ,𝑤𝑛 are the children of 𝑣 ,

then we let 𝐾 (𝐶) = 𝐾 (𝑣) and call 𝐶 (𝑤1), . . . ,𝐶 (𝑤𝑚) the children of 𝐶 .

Example 3.3. Figure 1 depicts an example hierarchical partition of the agents A1, . . . , A7. The
labels indicate the parameters 𝐾 (𝐶).

3
This is different from 𝐾-safety, where a system has 𝐾 replicas of data.

4
See Section 8 for a brief discussion of related models.
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Now in addition to the set of agents 𝑆 , we also fix a weighted hierarchical partition C of 𝑆 .

Condition 3.4. With fixing C we impose a restriction on the usage of send instructions in order

to match the intuitive meaning of C we described before: If agent A executes send(B, m, k) in round

𝑟 , then it is required that k ≥ 𝑘0 where 𝑘0 is the smallest positive integer such that 𝑟 + 𝑘0 ≡ 0

(mod 𝐾 (𝐶 (A, B))), where 𝐶 (A, B) is the lowest common ancestor of A and B.

We further assume that all messages sent during the simulation are unique. If m is a message

that was sent by A using send(B, m, k), then we say m is scheduled to arrive at time 𝑡 + k where 𝑡 is
the time of A at the point of sending. In any case, if an agent A attempts to send a message violating
Condition 3.4, an exception is thrown, and the simulation is aborted.

Non-partitioned Execution. In this execution mode, we assume a separate global leader process
that governs the synchronization. Whenever an agent calls wait, it notifies the leader, blocks, and
waits for a response. The global leader, in turn, waits to get such notifications from all agents. Once

they have all arrived, it sends out the responses. In this situation, all agents’ clocks are incremented

by one, and all pending messages get put into their destination mailbox. If 𝑡 is the new clock value

of A, and m is a message in the mailbox of A, then m remains locked if it is scheduled to arrive at

some 𝑡 ′ > 𝑡 , and is unlocked otherwise. Receive instructions can only retrieve unlocked messages.

Partitioned Execution. For partitioned execution, synchronization is governed by local leader
processes for the components.

5
Consider some clock value 𝑡 . For every agent, there exists some

component 𝐶 in C that is closest to the root such that 𝑡 + 1 ≡ 0 (mod 𝐾 (𝐶)). This is the same

component for all agents in 𝐶 . At some point, all agents in 𝐶 have their clock at 𝑡 . Then the next

synchronization of 𝐶 is handled by a local leader for 𝐶 . The interaction of the agents in 𝐶 with this

leader is precisely like described in the non-partitioned execution. In particular, when the leader

has received notifications from all agents in𝐶 , the clocks of all agents in𝐶 get incremented to 𝑡 + 1.

At this point, all pending messages within 𝐶 arrive at their target mailboxes, and use the same

locking mechanism as in non-partitioned execution.

If𝐶 is a component in C, then the agents in𝐶 get synchronized every 𝐾 (𝐶) rounds of their local
clocks. This means that their clocks are incremented together, and all pending messages between

the agents of 𝐶 arrive. In particular, for every 𝐾 (𝑆) rounds, the full set of agents is synchronized.

Indistinguishability. Above, we have given two semantics for the execution of an agent-based

simulation. In either case, the clock of every agent gets updated in increments of one. Therefore, the

time series of the simulation can be defined as the sequence 𝑞0, 𝑞1, 𝑞2, . . . where every 𝑞𝑖 contains a

snapshot of all agents’ states and their mailboxes right before the agents’ clock got incremented to

𝑖 , and where 𝑞0 contains all the initial states.

It is now easy to show that (subject to Condition 3.4) the behavior of the simulation is not affected

by the mode of execution.

Proposition 3.5. Let C be a hierarchical partition of the set of agents 𝑆 . Then every time series of
𝑆 under non-partitioned execution is a time series under partitioned execution, and vice versa.

Proof. Suppose we have a partitioned execution producing a particular time series. As enforced

by the semantics, between any two subsequent synchronizations of a component𝐶 , the same number

of rounds have passed for all agents in 𝐶 . Converting the local synchronizations (incrementing 𝑡 to

𝑡 + 1) into global ones by aligning the points of synchronization does not alter any computation or

communication. Messages that arrive earlier in the target mailbox due to this change still remain

5
The leader for the root component is the global leader from before.
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Fig. 2. System architecture Fig. 3. Software stack

locked until their scheduled arrival time. Applying this to all synchronizations yields an execution

in the non-partitioned mode that produces the same time series.

For a non-partitioned execution, the global synchronizations can likewise be turned into local ones

(according to C). Hence, some messages will reach their target mailbox later. Because Condition 3.4

needs to be satisfied, this poses no problem though, as the next synchronization where they can

arrive is at most their scheduled arrival time. Therefore, this again does not affect the computation

or communication, and yields a partitioned execution producing the same time series. □

Our model (and the result above) can easily be extended to allow dynamic partitions in the

following sense. At any time value 𝑡 , at which there is a synchronization of a component 𝐶 , the

subtree rooted at 𝐶 can be replaced with a different hierarchical partition of 𝐶 . This requires that

the new value 𝐾 ′
for 𝐾 (𝐶) is compatible with the number 𝐾 (𝐶′) of the parent component 𝐶′

of 𝐶 ,

taking into account how many rounds until the next synchronization of 𝐶′
have already passed.

That is, formally, 𝐾 ′
needs to divide both 𝐾 (𝐶′) and 𝐾 (𝐶′) − 𝑡 mod 𝐾 (𝐶′).

4 SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
CloudCity is a large-scale agent-based simulation framework that is based on our BSP-like com-

putational model. We would like to combine the best of both worlds, maintaining the flexibility

of agent-based simulation frameworks for describing complex simulations while achieving the

efficiency of parallel computing in BSP-like systems. Our distributed simulation engine is built

around the weighted hierarchical BSP model described in Section 3, with an overall structure that

follows the driver-worker architecture: Driver evaluates user programs and coordinates workers;

each worker has a subset of agents, which we refer to as its local agents.
Driver-worker architecture naturally forms a two-level hierarchy. Driver corresponds to the

global leader in Section 3. For partitioned execution, the driver synchronizes with all workers every

𝐾 (𝑆) rounds. Recall that when calling Simulate, a total number of rounds (total) is specified.
If 𝐾 (𝑆) exceeds the number of remaining rounds, then the driver synchronizes workers when

total rounds have been reached. For simplicity, we assume that total is a multiple of 𝐾 (𝑆) in
this section. Workers have recursive components according to a weighted hierarchical partition

of 𝑆 . Each component 𝐶 has a local leader that synchronizes its local agents every 𝐾 (𝐶) rounds.
Non-partitioned execution is a special case when the system has only one component and 𝐾 (𝑆) = 1.

Figure 2 illustrates our system architecture, with applicable optimizations. Below, we describe

the driver modules: round controller, query engine, message controller, and partition adapter.

Round Controller. At the beginning of every 𝐾 (𝑆) round, the round controller instructs each

worker to execute 𝐾 (𝑆) rounds and waits for their completion. Each worker informs the driver

when it finishes. If total rounds have passed, then the round controller terminates the simulation.
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Query Engine. The query engine evaluates user queries over the time series. If there is no user

query, then this unit outputs the time series when the simulation ends. After executing𝐾 (𝑆) rounds,
each worker forwards the log of its local agents over the past 𝐾 (𝑆) rounds to the log controller of

the driver, which aggregates the logs from all workers. When applicable, the query engine performs

deforestation (see Section 6) before materializing the data for query evaluation.

Message Controller. In our system, an agent can start executing a round only after receiving all

messages that should have arrived. The message controller provides such information to agents

through expect-from lists. The synchronization of local agents in workers is described in Section 3.

At the end of 𝐾 (𝑆) rounds, each worker collects messages from its local agents that are sent to

other workers and informs the driver which workers it will send messages to via a send-to list.
The message controller processes the send-to lists from all workers and generates an expect-from

list for each worker. Upon receiving the expect-from list, each worker sends messages to other

workers in batch and waits for messages from workers on the expect-from list before resuming the

local agents. Additionally, communication profiling can be enabled in the message controller, to

provide message analyses per worker.

Partition Adapter. The partition adapter separates agents into components, as described in

Section 3. Per component, it may de-parallelize agent threads to reduce resource contentions

using thread merging and apply locality-based optimizations, such as direct memory accesses (see

Section 6). The partition strategy for separating agents into components can be static or dynamic:

statically, agents are separated according to a fixed weighted hierarchical partition; dynamically,

the partition adapter re-partitions agents based on the message analysis received from workers.

Figure 3 summarizes the software stack of CloudCity. The core refers to the distributed engine.

The programming model forms the frontend. The DSL instructions in the agent class definitions

are compiled to Scala during the code generation, which we explain next. The optimizations layer
summarizes applicable system optimizations for the distributed engine (see Section 6). The backend
of our system is built using a Scala library Akka [2] to handle distributed networking.

5 CODE GENERATION
We translate DSL instructions to Scala using multi-stage programming [55, 56]. Here we focus on

generating instructions for wait(n); other DSL instructions are straightforward.

Recall from Section 2 that an agent executing wait(n) in round 𝑡 waits until round 𝑡 + n starts.
Conceptually, when executing wait(n), an agent proposes the number of rounds that it is waiting

for (referred to as proposeInterval) to the local leader of the component. After receiving such

values from all agents in the component, the local leader increments the logical clock of the agents

by the minimum of the proposed values and resumes the agents. The agent checks the logical clock

and repeats the process until round 𝑡 + n.
We implement wait(n) using coroutine instructions [22]. The control transfer between a local

leader and an agent can be modeled using runmethod
6
and a Boolean variable yieldFlag (initially

false). A local leader resumes an agent by calling run method defined in an agent; an agent yields
control to the local leader implicitly when run terminates and returns. Instruction wait(n) changes
proposeInterval (as we have described above) and sets yieldFlag to true, which causes run to

stop and return (see Code 3).

The method run is similar to Compute in Pregel [45]; both serve as the API to interact with a

system at each round. However, in Pregel, users need to explicitly separate computations in a vertex

6
This can be viewed as a single control-transfer instruction in a symmetric coroutine [22].
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1 val instructions = Array [() => Unit ]()
2 var nextInst: Int = 0
3 // wait(n) changes proposeInterval and yieldFlag
4 var proposeInterval: Int = 1
5 var yieldFlag: Boolean = false
6

7 def run(): Int = {
8 yieldFlag = false
9 while (! yieldFlag){
10 instructions(nextInst)()
11 }
12 proposeInterval
13 }

Code 3. A snippet of the generated program in CloudCity

to different supersteps for resuming computation across different supersteps. In CloudCity, the

system automatically determines how computation should be divided into different rounds based

on wait(n), which improves the usability of our programming model.

6 OPTIMIZATIONS
Our system optimizations focus on decreasing the degree of concurrency through thread merging,

compiling messages to direct memory accesses, and reducing intermediate data when evaluating

user queries through deforestation, described below.

Thread Merging. By default, every agent in our system is a thread. As the number of agents

increases, the degree of concurrency in the system grows, which worsens resource contention and

leads to inefficient hardware utilization. We address this by sharing a thread among multiple agents

through thread merging. We refer to such threads and agents as merged threads and merged agents
respectively. When a set of agents is merged, each of the agents is transformed into a coroutine

instance. These merged agents know the ids of each other, which can be exploited for further

optimizations, such as direct memory accesses (see below). The merged thread encapsulates the

coroutine instances and executes them sequentially in every round.

Direct Memory Accesses. Messaging comes with the computation overhead of packing and un-

packing messages and the memory overhead of extra buffering, which can be avoided if agents

call the methods in the receiver directly, which we refer to as direct memory accesses (DMA).
7

The caveat is that DMAs cause immediate state changes. Under the messaging semantics, an agent

executes each method specified in messages atomically. The atomicity property can be violated if

concurrent agents call the same method via DMA simultaneously. To address this, our system ap-

plies DMA only when senders and receivers share the same thread, thus no concurrent invocations

will occur. Still, DMA can change event orderings, which may cause unexpected behavior in the

receiver, see the example below.

Example 6.1. Consider three agents, A1, A2, and A3, that are merged together in this order. A2
models a shared counter with a variable counter (initially 0) and an operation inc. In every round,

A1 and A3 send an RPC request that calls inc (with delay 1) in A2. A2 processes all messages and

then prints counter (see Figure 4a).

7
We overload the notion of direct memory accesses, which typically refers to a technique used by devices to transfer data to

or from memory without CPU involvement, enabling high-speed data transfer and reducing CPU utilization.
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1 var counter:Int = 0
2 def inc():Unit={
3 counter += 1
4 }
5 def main(): Unit ={
6 while (true) {
7 handleRPC ()
8 print(counter)
9 wait (1)
10 }
11 }

(a) No DMA

1 val counter = Map[Int ,
Int](0 -> 0)

2

3 @allowDirectAccess
4 def inc(v: Int): Unit = {
5 counter(v) = 1 +

counter.getOrElse(v,
counter(v-1))

6 }
7

8 // print(counter(time))

(b) Multi-version DMA

1 var g: Int = 0
2 var counter: Int = 0
3 @allowDirectAccess
4 def inc(): Unit = {
5 if (agentInactive) g+=1
6 else counter += 1
7 }
8 def resolve (): Unit = {
9 counter += g
10 g = 0
11 }

(c) Generalized double-buffering DMA

Fig. 4. Variants of A2 definition for Example 6.1

With DMA, A1 calls inc and modifies the value of counter before A2 runs; in the first round, A2
prints 1. With messaging, no message arrives in the first round and A2 prints 0. Hence users can
distinguish whether DMA has been applied.

We can separate different effects via multi-versioning, as shown in Figure 4b. The print in-

struction (line 8) is applied to the version of counter that is visible in the current round. The inc
operation takes a version number as a parameter (line 4) and updates the value for the given version

(line 5). If the value for a version 𝑣 does not exist, then it is created and initialized with the value

for the previous version 𝑣 − 1. In this example, agents in round 𝑡 call inc with version key 𝑡 + 1,

thus delaying the immediate effect of DMA to a future version of counter.
Line 3 in Figure 4b contains a new annotation@allowDirectAccess. For now, DMA needs to

be enabled explicitly using this annotation. For

callAndForget(receiver.API(args∗), latency) : Unit,

the sender calls receiver.API directly if it shares the same threadwith the receiver and receiver.API
allows such accesses.

8

In this example, all messages arrive in one round, hence only two versions are necessary. We

can use generalized double-buffering in such a way that calling inc via DMA changes the value of

an auxiliary variable g instead of counter, see Figure 4c. A2 still prints the value of counter. At
the beginning of each round, the system calls resolve to merge g and counter (lines 9–12). The
Boolean variable agentInactive (line 6) is false when an agent is running and true otherwise.

Deforestation. The Simulate operator generates a time series in the form of a sequence of

snapshots of all agents (see Section 2). Although this rich form of time series lets a user compose

and nest different simulations, such flexibility comes at the cost of generating a large amount of

intermediate data and is not always necessary. If a user is only interested in evaluating a single

query over the time series and composes this query expression with Simulate before starting to
execute a simulation, we can apply deforestation [68] to materialize only data pertinent to the user

query to reduce such costs.

To illustrate, we revisit Q1 in Table 1, which concerns how the infectious population changes as

the disease progresses. We assume non-partitioned execution mode. Generalizing the technique

presented here to partitioned executions is straightforward.

8
We only consider callAndForget because this instruction does not return any value.
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At the end of each round, a worker applies a function m

m : Col[Agent] => Int = (agents: Col[Agent]) =>
agents.filter(_.asInstanceOf[Person] .infectious).size,

to project the agent states only to the measure of interest, which reduces the log size before being

forwarded to the query engine (see Section 4). The log controller in the query engine maintains

a partial result for Q1, a sequence of the total number of infectious people in each round so far.

The new log received from all workers in this round is reduced by the log controller via function r
before being appended to the partial result,

r : Col[Int] => Int = (logs : Col[Int]) => logs.sum.

7 EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we assess the performance of our system empirically. While we also examined

existing general-purpose distributed agent-based simulation engines [17–19], such engines do

not support efficient parallel computation or leave the problem of parallelization to the user (see

Section 8). Given the synchronous round-based simulation semantics that we use in this paper, we

evaluate our system by comparing it with state-of-the-art distributed systems that support BSP-like

computation: Spark [72], GraphX [37], Giraph [3, 16], and Flink Gelly [12, 33]. We select examples

from representative fields to serve as the basis for comparing different systems. We use a cluster of

servers for all experiments. Each server has 24 cores (two Intel Xeon E5-2680, 48 hardware threads),

256GB of RAM, and 400GB of SSD.

7.1 Workloads
We consider classic examples from areas where simulations are prevalent: population dynamics,

economics, and epidemiology.

Population Dynamics. We simulate the dynamics of a population modeled after Conway’s Game

of Life [35]. There is only one agent type. The agents are arranged in a 2D torus, i.e., each agent is

connected to eight neighbors. The update rules follow [35]. Per round, agents process all received

messages and send one message to all neighbors. Messages contain a single value that encodes

whether an agent is alive and arrive at neighbors in one round.

Economics. We model an evolutionary stock market where the share price of a stock is seen as an

emergent property of the buy or sell behavior of traders [54]. The stock market has one stock. The

dividend per share is modeled as a stochastic variable. Both traders and stock markets are agents.

For simplicity, we assume a single market agent, which communicates with all trader agents.

In each round, the stock market notifies all traders of the latest share price, dividend per share,

and a list of conditions. A condition describes an event that a trader takes into account when

making buy or sell decisions, such as whether the average share price over the last 50 rounds has

increased or whether the dividend per share has increased.

Our model is a simplified version of the simulation described in [54]. We consider only five

conditions, which can be expanded to make the simulation results more realistic. Traders are

rule-based systems that aim to maximize their wealth, which consists of bank savings and stock

shares.
9
A condition-action rule of a trader decides whether the trader should buy or sell a stock

share, based on conditions received from the market. Rules are ranked according to their strength,

initially zero. If the wealth of a trader has increased after applying a rule, then the strength of this

9
See [54] for update rules for the trader’s wealth.
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rule increases by one; otherwise, it decreases by one. In each round, traders act according to the

strongest rule for the given condition.

Epidemiology. We have seen a minimal epidemics example in Section 2. Here, we extend the

classic SIRD model with two extra states, E and H. More specifically, a person is in one of the

following states: susceptible (S), exposed (E), infectious (I), recovered (R), hospitalized (H), or

deceased (D). A susceptible person may become exposed only when in contact with a person in

state I or H. The exposed state models the incubation period of the disease: A person in state E is

infected but not yet infectious. That is, such a person cannot make others sick. A recovered person

remains immune. The hospitalized state models how long a patient stays in a hospital, which can

estimate whether medical resources become overloaded. Initially, 1% of the population is in state I,

and the rest are in S.

A person may be isolated due to quarantine or lockdown policy, waiting idly for days before

contacting others. The transition between different states (except from S to E, which requires

communication between agents) is probabilistic, subject to how vulnerable a person is. We assume

that the vulnerability depends only on age. Senior people in state I are more likely to transition into

state H or D than young people. The duration of different states is modeled after the corresponding

statistics for Covid-19 [40].

The connectivity of the population in a region is described by a social network graph. Each

vertex represents a person. We say that a person𝐴 can contact person 𝐵 if there is an edge between

𝐴 and 𝐵 in the social network graph. Individual infectiousness when contacting a neighbor is

randomly generated from a gamma distribution with mean 1 and a shape parameter 0.25 [40]. The

connectivity between people in different regions can also be modeled by a social network graph.

We consider the following two graph models.

The Erdős–Rényi model (ERM) generates a random graph with 𝑛 vertices, where an edge (𝑖, 𝑗),
𝑖 ≠ 𝑗 is present with probability 𝑝 [8]. All edges are independent. Another random graph model

is the stochastic block model [39] (SBM), which generates a graph with communities. The set of

vertices in a graph is partitioned into non-empty, disjoint blocks. The SBM is characterized by

parameters 𝑝 and 𝑞. For each pair of distinct vertices (𝑖, 𝑗), if they are in the same block, then the

probability that there is an edge between 𝑖 and 𝑗 is 𝑝 . Otherwise, the probability is 𝑞.

In the implementation used for cross-comparing different systems, we consider only people

agents. The social network graph is generated by ERM (𝑝 = 0.01) or SBM (5 blocks, 𝑝 = 0.01,

𝑞 = 0). We use the SBM just to have a clear block structure and set 𝑞 = 0 for simplicity. An

in-depth evaluation of the workloads, such as how the value of 𝑞 changes the performance, is

not our focus. In a more complex extension, we include hospitals and governments (equivalently,

regions) as agents. A hospital accepts or rejects patients based on available beds and reports to

the government periodically about its capacity. The government adjusts the policy accordingly: If

hospitals reach 80% of capacity, then the government issues a lockdown; if hospitals are 50% full,

then the infected people need to quarantine. The policy is also affected by other governments. If

half of its neighboring governments adopt a policy, then the government follows suit. The social

network graph describes how the residents are connected, both within the same region and across

regions. The government informs its residents of any policy changes.

7.2 Implementation Details
We implement the workloads such that the agent code in CloudCity or other systems, including

Spark, Giraph, GraphX, and Flink Gelly, has the exact same behavior. Since the programming

models of these systems vary, we explain important details for different implementations. In Giraph,

GraphX, and Flink Gelly, messages arrive in one superstep, vertices cannot make RPCs, and no
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time series is generated. We impose these restrictions consistently across all systems, which require

that all agents in CloudCity are exactly 1-available to others in every round, agents do not use

RPC instructions, and the log controller is disabled. Hence, system optimizations including direct

memory accesses and deforestation that depend on such functionalities are inapplicable.

The programming model of Spark is RDD-based, where an RDD (Resilient Distributed Dataset)

is an immutable collection of objects that can be parallelized [72]. For stateful objects with mu-

table states that need to be persisted even after a method returns, RDDs capture the serialized

representation of such objects and store any operations over these objects in the lineage for lazy

evaluation [72]. If the state of an object changes, upon materialization, Spark creates a new RDD

where the modified state has been updated, and all other objects in the previous RDD are copied.

While it is possible to transform a collection of agents as defined in our DSL directly to an RDD

in Spark, our earlier experiments (not included in this paper) showed that changing agents to

stateless is orders of magnitude faster due to reduced object creation and copying in Spark. In the

stateless implementation, the “state” of an agent is captured in a data structure and is updated as a

simulation progresses through the following APIs: run method consumes this data structure and a

collection of incoming messages, and returns the updated agent state after processing the messages;

sendMessage method consumes the state of an agent and returns one or more generated messages

that will be sent to all connected agents. We adopt stateless agents for the Spark implementation

when compare with other systems.

Giraph is an open-source implementation of the graph processing system Pregel [45]. Users

define a graph algorithm in Giraph as a vertex program with a compute method, which is executed

by all vertices in an input graph iteratively per superstep, as described in the BSP model. GraphX is

a graph library for Spark and introduces optimized graph-specific operators. Gelly is a graph library

of Flink [33], which provides a unified programming model for both batch and stream processing

[12]. Both GraphX and Gelly support Pregel-like operators for iterative computation, which we

employed in our experiments.

While Giraph, GraphX, and Flink Gelly are designed for graph processing, it is still feasible to

implement simulations as vertex programs in these systems, but with some restrictions, such as

the lack of support for polymorphic agents and messages. A vertex also turns inactive if it does not

receive any message, which is problematic for simulations where agents often remain active to

perform local computation besides handling messages. This issue can be addressed by introducing a

clock vertex that sends heartbeat messages, which requires changes to both the input graph and the

vertex program. Together, these limitations demonstrate that programming simulations as a vertex

program in a graph system can be cumbersome and inefficient, highlighting why agent-based

simulations call for a new system.

7.3 System Comparison
Table 2 summarizes system features that we believe are most relevant to efficient executions of agent-

based simulations, which are stateful, communication-intensive, and exhibit high heterogeneity in

agent code. We provide insights into the suitability of CloudCity and other state-of-the-art BSP-like

systems for simulations, by analyzing the applicability of the features listed in Table 2 for each

system. We use “x” to highlight systems with a given feature and explain them in detail below.

Systems that perform in-place updates directly modify the states of an object, including Giraph

and CloudCity, allowing fast updates with no buffering overhead. In contrast, RDDs in Spark and

GraphX are immutable; to perform computation over agents, as well as to perform the reshuffling

of messages from agent outboxes to agent inboxes, multiple large collections of objects need to be

maintained and joined. While Spark’s lazy computation and internal deforestation optimizations

reduce the number of copies held in memory, and explicit caching and unpersisting help make
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Table 2. Features of different systems

CloudCity Giraph Gelly Spark GraphX

in-place updates x x
efficient local messaging x x x
asynchronous message reshuffling x x
polymorphism x

memory management and garbage collection more efficient, Spark and GraphX still require the

creation and copying of far more objects than systems that take a stateful BSP approach with

mutable objects by supporting in-place updates. In Flink Gelly, in each iteration, vertices that need

to be modified are duplicated and changes are applied to the duplicates rather than in situ.

Efficient local messaging refers to an optimization when agents are on the same machine. In

CloudCity and Giraph, for instance, such messages are delivered by passing references, rather

than copying and serializing message objects. In Spark, GraphX, and Flink Gelly, messages are

delivered using a join-like operation that shuffles messages from agent outboxes to agent inboxes,

without special treatment for messages that are to be delivered locally, between agents on the same

machine.

Asynchronous message reshuffling allows agents to start executing the next round as soon as their

mailbox has been filled in, which is a BSP-specific optimization that is supported in both Giraph

and CloudCity. In contrast, agents in other systems begin executing the next round only after all

the messages in the system have arrived.

Polymorphism refers to supporting multiple agent and message types. For instance, if a simulation

contains different agent types, then polymorphic agents ensure that every agent contains only

relevant attributes, which is more memory efficient than mixing attributes of all agent types. The

performance advantage of polymorphic messages is similar. CloudCity is the only system that

supports polymorphic agents and messages in a single simulation.

7.4 Evaluation
We examine the relative performance of CloudCity compared to other state-of-the-art BSP-like

systems using the workloads described in Section 7.1. We begin with finding the best setup configu-

ration, such as the number of workers per machine, of each system for later experiments. Next, we

compare the scalability of the systems as the number of agents (scale-up) or machines (scale-out)

increases. In addition, we stress-test key performance factors, like communication frequency and

computation interval, for each workload. For CloudCity, we evaluate the effectiveness of different

optimizations described in Section 6 and the performance impact of hierarchical communication

patterns with delayed messages separately.

In the experiments, we simulate each workload for a fixed number of rounds, and we compute

the average time consumption per round. For the population dynamics and economics examples,

we use 200 rounds. For the epidemics examples, only infectious agents send out messages. Initially,

the infectious population (and, therefore, the number of messages) grows exponentially, but at

some point, it will drop to zero. To capture the “interesting” behavior when the disease spreads, the

epidemics simulation is only run for 50 rounds. Each experiment is repeated three times and we

show the average time per round, averaged again over all repetitions.

Configuration tuning. Our first goal is to find the best configuration for each of the systems. For

this, we assume 10,000 agents per machine and evaluate the performance of different configurations
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Fig. 5. Configuration tuning (system-specific unit of parallelism)
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Fig. 6. Performance evaluation (lower is better). (a) Increasing the number of agents; (b) Increasing the number
of machines (10,000 agents per machine); (c) Microbenchmark: Increasing communication frequency; (d)
Microbenchmark (idle periods): Increasing the number of rounds until the computation is resumed

individually per system. The terminology for achieving parallelism is different in these systems,

which can be the number of cores (Spark, GraphX), parallel instances (Flink Gelly), workers (Giraph),

or components (CloudCity), hence we omit the unit of the parallelism in Figure 5. The resulting
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best configurations are used in the subsequent experiments to cross-compare the performance

across systems.

We tune both Spark and GraphX by increasing the number of logical cores. The cluster manager

of Spark deals with the low-level resource allocation in a (possibly distributed) system. We employ

the Standalone manager, which uses one multi-threaded Spark executor per machine [4]. Figure 5

show that increasing the number of logical cores for the Spark executor improves the overall

performance of Spark and GraphX for all workloads, as more hardware parallelism is exploited.

Both 20 and 50 cores outperform 1 or 10 cores, but the performance difference between 20 and 50

cores is not significant in Figure 5, and we select 50 cores as the default setup for later experiments.

For Giraph, we compare the performance when changing the number of workers per machine.

We increase the number of workers from 1 to 50 for single-threaded workers. We also consider

using one multi-threaded worker, which can use up to 50 compute threads. Figure 5 shows that one

multi-threaded worker per machine has the best overall performance across different workloads,

as also reported in previous work [16].

In Flink Gelly, a program consists of multiple tasks, where each task is split into several parallel

instances for execution. Every parallel instance processes a subset of the task’s input data. The

number of parallel instances of a task is called its parallelism. We increase the parallelism from 1 to

50. Figure 5 shows that Flink Gelly achieves the best performance when the parallelism is 20.

For CloudCity, we compare non-partitioned execution against partitioned execution with a

varying number of components. In the non-partitioned execution, each agent notifies the driver

that it has completed at the end of every round. In the partitioned execution, agents are separated

into components and notify the local leader of the component when they have finished. Only

local leaders communicate with the driver. For the experiments, we use a two-level hierarchical

partition, separating agents evenly (based on their ids) into different components, and applying

thread merging to each component. The number of components is increased from 1 to 50.

Figure 5 shows that the partitioned execution with 50 components is 4-15× faster than the

non-partitioned execution, even though all agents in CloudCity are configured to be 1-available

(Section 7.2) and synchronize every round in both executions. There are several reasons for the

speedup. Firstly, the driver processes messages sequentially. In the partitioned execution, syn-

chronization messages sent from agents are processed in parallel by local leaders, and the driver

only needs to process synchronization messages from local leaders, which is much more efficient

than in non-partitioned execution, where the driver processes messages from all agents. Secondly,

our system compiles away synchronization messages between a worker and its local agents in

partitioned execution. Instead of sending a synchronization message, an agent yields the control

back to the local leader when it completes execution, thus the local leader does not need to process

synchronization messages. This allows our system to further reduce the synchronization cost.

For the following experiments, we configured each system according to the findings above. Per

machine, we use one multi-threaded worker for Giraph; a multi-threaded Spark executor using 50

logical cores for Spark and GraphX; 20 parallel instances in Flink Gelly; and partitioned execution

with 50 components for CloudCity.

Scalability. In this experiment, we compare the scalability of these systems by increasing the

number of agents (Figure 6a) from 1,000 to 100,000, and the number of machines from 1 to 4

(Figure 6b). When scaling out, we fix 10,000 agents per machine; moreover, for the SBM epidemics

specifically, we adjust the number of blocks of the SBM to match the number of machines. The

experimental data shows that CloudCity achieves on-par or better performance than Giraph, Flink

Gelly, Spark, and GraphX.
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Giraph has a performance comparable to CloudCity when increasing the number of agents and

machines. Supporting polymorphism does give CloudCity a slight performance advantage over

Giraph. In the SBM experiment (Figure 6b bottom right), CloudCity can be 2× faster than Giraph

when scaling out, because CloudCity partitions agents based on their communication pattern, which

allows our system to reduce the number of cross-machine messages to zero in the SBM experiment.

Flink Gelly is around 2× slower than CloudCity as the number of agents and machines grows,

because CloudCity supports in-place updates of objects and asynchronous message reshuffling, as

shown in Table 2. Spark and GraphX are one to two orders of magnitude slower than CloudCity,

due to the lack of in-place updates and inefficient local messaging.

Our Spark implementation is 2-20× slower than GraphX as the number of agents and machines

increases in population dynamics and epidemics examples, but can be faster than GraphX in the

stock market example. The Spark implementation contains three RDDs: an immutable edge RDD

that represents the input graph, a message RDD that contains a collection of all messages, and

an agent RDD that contains a collection of agent states. Per round, the message RDD is joined

with the agent RDD to deliver messages between agents. Afterward, agents proceed one round

by executing run and sendMessage. The agent RDD is then materialized and joined with the edge

RDD to produce new messages, which in turn updates the message RDD before the next round.

GraphX also contains three RDDs: vertex RDD (i.e. agent RDD), edge RDD, and triplet RDD,

where the triplet RDD logically joins the vertex RDD and the edge RDD, connecting a source vertex

with its destination vertices. The triplet RDD allows GraphX to generate and deliver messages more

efficiently [37] than the Spark implementation. But the triplet RDD has a hidden cost: Vertices

are duplicated; synchronizing these vertex copies requires much more object copying and data

reshuffling than our Spark implementation.

Communication frequency. A key feature of simulations is that agents communicate frequently,

thus we examine how different systems perform as the number of messages increases. For each

workload in Section 7.1, we artificially increase the communication frequency by up to 30×,
compared with the original workload. This is done by sending that many identical copies of

every message. These and all later experiments assume 10,000 agents on one machine.
As we increase the number of messages to 30×, Figure 6c shows that the relative performance of

CloudCity, Giraph, and Flink Gelly is approximately the same as in the scalability experiments, but

Spark scales considerably better than GraphX. In the economics example, Spark is over two orders

of magnitude faster than GraphX when the communication frequency is 30. Though both Spark

and GraphX are RDD-based, the triplet RDD abstraction of GraphX can cause much more object

copying and data reshuffling than our Spark implementation because of the duplicated vertices and

messages, as we have described in the scalability experiment.

Idle periods. Another distinct feature of simulations is the presence of idle periods. For example,

the epidemics simulation can include lockdown or quarantine policies, which prompt agents to wait

idly for some rounds. We modify the workloads in Section 7.1 to microbenchmark this computation

pattern, such that agents only communicate every 𝑛 rounds, where 𝑛 = 1 is the base case (no

change from before), shown in Figure 6d. As expected, reducing the computation such that agents

compute only every 20 rounds leads to lower execution time than computing every round for all

systems. While CloudCity allows users to describe such computations easily using wait(𝑛), users
of graph systems have to modify the input graph and the vertex program with an extra clock vertex,

as explained in Section 7.2. The lack of support for expressing idle periods in such systems also

has a performance cost. For instance, CloudCity is 10× faster than Giraph when 𝑛 = 20, but the

performance of these two systems is on par when 𝑛 = 1.
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Fig. 7. CloudCity optimization evaluation

Thread merging. We evaluate the effectiveness of thread merging across all workloads. Same as

before, we separate agents evenly into 50 components. From now on, we assess system optimizations
available only in CloudCity. For this, and the remaining experiments in this section, we only evaluate
CloudCity on one machine with 10,000 agents, unless specified otherwise. Figure 7a shows that

merging each component leads to up to 2× improvement. The number of concurrent agents in each

component far exceeds the number of hardware threads, which causes frequent context switches

and worsens locality, both leading to sub-optimal performance. These issues are addressed by

thread merging, which lowers the number of context switches and the number of branch misses.

Direct memory accesses (DMA). We estimate the effectiveness of DMAs in eliminating the over-

head of message passing. We adjust the previous implementation of each example so that agents

communicate using callAndForget, and design the RPCs in a way that allows direct memory ac-

cesses. The changes to the implementations for supporting the DMA require some events that occur

when using message-passing primitives to be reordered. Users should be cautious and determine

whether the behavioral changes caused by the event reordering are acceptable.

Figure 7b summarizes the evaluation of this optimization. The blue bar (left) denotes the per-

formance of the implementation from before that uses send. The orange bar (middle) represents

the performance of the implementation using callAndForget, which is up to 2× slower than send
due to RPC-related instruction and memory overhead.

The green bar in Figure 7b illustrates the performance of the system when transforming

callAndForget to DMAs, using generalized double-buffering. This optimization has eliminated the

overhead of RPCs, achieving on par or slightly better performance than send. We also experimented

with the performance of direct memory accesses implemented using multi-version, but it was 2-3×
worse than generalized double-buffering, hence omitted from the comparison. The performance

difference between generalized double-buffering and multi-version is due to memory activities.

While generalized double-buffering pre-allocates memory needed for the auxiliary attributes, multi-

version requires the system to dynamically allocate more memory for new versions of an attribute,

and the memory occupied by old versions is not immediately freed.

Deforestation. We assess the effectiveness of deforestation using the population dynamics example

as a case study and consider multiple queries, listed in Table 3. In the base case, time series

experiments save a copy of each agent object at the end of every round in memory to generate

the time series and return this time series to the user, allowing users to perform arbitrary queries

over the time series. If users are only interested in a single query and compose this query with the

Simulate operator when starting a simulation, then we can apply deforestation to save only data

pertinent to the user query in the time series, which reduces the volume of the intermediate data.
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Table 3. Query expressions for deforestation experiment

Q1 How many agents are alive during the simulation?

Simulate(agents, 200) .map(x => x.filter(_.asInstanceOf[Cell] .alive) .size)
Q2 How many agents are alive at the end of the simulation?

Simulate(agents, 200) .last.filter(_.asInstanceOf[Cell] .alive) .size
Q3 Which agents are alive in each round during the simulation?

Simulate(agents, 200) .map(x => x.filter(_.asInstanceOf[Cell] .alive) )

Figure 7c shows the average time per round when increasing the number of agents from 1,000 to

100,000 while generating time series or applying deforestation to different queries. As expected, the

speedup of deforestation increases as the number of agents increases for all queries. For 100,000

agents, applying deforestation to each query leads to 3.8×, 5×, and 3.6× speedup respectively,

compared to the base case of generating time series.

Hierarchical communication. In hierarchical communication, messages between agents in the

same component arrive in fewer rounds than those in different components. To evaluate whether

our system exploits this communication pattern effectively, we configure agents to be 𝐾-available

to agents in other components every 𝐾 rounds (see Section 3) and 1-available to those in the same

component in each round, and increase 𝐾 from 1 to 20.
10

Figure 7d shows that the performance increases by 2× for all workloads, due to improved

communication and computation locality. While the performance of most workloads improves as

𝐾 increases, in the population dynamics, 𝐾 = 10 has a slightly better performance than 𝐾 = 20.

Because agents send messages to each neighbor in every round, more messages are buffered as

𝐾 increases. For 𝐾 = 20, twice as many messages need to be delivered than for 𝐾 = 10 while

merging, thus taking a longer time. If the time saved from delivering local messages faster (in terms

of wall clock time) outweighs the possible increase in the time to merge, then exploiting local

communication improves performance.

8 RELATEDWORK
We have pointed out in Section 1 that agent-based simulations play an increasingly important role

in various fields of research and applications. While many popular agent-based frameworks such

as NetLogo [65] and Repast Simphony [51] are available, these are primarily designed as desktop

applications and can not efficiently scale as the number of agents increases. As a result, there has

been a growing need for distributed agent-based simulation frameworks.

Repast HPC [18] was designed to enhance the scalability of Repast Simphony. Experiments have

shown that Repast HPC outperforms other general-purpose distributed simulation frameworks by

adopting optimizations such as point-to-point communication and load balancing [18, 32, 34, 48].

However, Repast HPC faces several scalability bottlenecks. For starters, its computational model is

based on executing events stored in a global schedule queue [62]. Unlike CloudCity, Repast HPC

lacks the concept of “agent programs” that can isolate local agent behaviors from the rest of the

simulation logic. Parallelization is achieved by a distributed implementation of the global schedule

queue [18, 62], where each node in a cluster maintains a local copy of a subset of the queue. This

is less efficient than running agents concurrently in an embarrassingly parallel fashion and can

cause high synchronization overhead while maintaining multiple copies of the schedule queue in

sync. In addition, communication in Repast HPC requires sending serialized agent objects in “agent

10
In the economics example, the market agent now updates the value of the stock based on received trader actions, instead

of waiting for actions from all traders.
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packages” [61], which transfers unnecessary data and causes high communication overhead. It can

be observed that existing agent-based simulation frameworks so far have not profited from top-tier

systems and data management research.

CloudCity combines both the flexibility of agent-based frameworks and the scalability of BSP-like

distributed systems. In BSP, distributed computation is separated into smaller parts that can be

executed independently in parallel and later combined. There is no global data shared by distributed

machines, allowing more efficient parallelization. Our computational model weighted hierarchical
BSP improves over the vanilla BSP model by exploiting hierarchical communication patterns in

agent-based simulations. This model is a variant of hierarchical BSP models, which are adopted to

improve the algorithmic analysis of parallel algorithms, typically divide-and-conquer, over BSP

[7, 9, 13, 57]. Traditionally, hierarchical BSP models assume that messages arrive immediately in

the next round. Our model considers a delay of 𝐾 rounds for message arrival. Partitions are created

based on the message delay as an optimization, with the purpose of increasing data locality and

reducing synchronization costs.

9 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTUREWORK
In this paper, we have made a first foray into defining a semantics, system architecture, and

optimizations for agent-based simulation engines that is based on current research on scalable data-

parallel systems. As our experiments show, while BSP-like systems are widely used in distributed

applications, their performances vary drastically depending on the applications and system designs.

For instance, Spark and GraphX both support BSP-like computations, but for stateful, message-

intensive applications like simulations, expressing the computation as transformations and actions

over RDDs – collections of immutable objects – can cause excessive object creation and copying

that leads to orders of magnitude slow down compared with BSP systems that support in-place

updates, such as Giraph and CloudCity. In contrast, Giraph is designed for stateful computations in

a way that makes it quite suitable for implementing agent-based simulations of limited (message)

complexity, scaling well as the total number of agents increases. However, providing a full-support

for typical agent-based simulations necessitates system changes to the current design. For example,

Giraph lacks native support for intermittent computation or polymorphic agents and messages,

which requires inefficient workarounds with noticeable performance penalties. We have also shown

that our partition optimizations can yield respectable optimization benefits.

So far we have only scratched the surface of the optimizations made possible by hierarchically

partitioning simulations and aligning them to the existing hardware and memory hierarchy. By

using more aggressive compilation techniques for the fusion of agent threads, and further work

along the lines of out-of-order state-update techniques such as our generalized double-buffering

approach, we expect the partition-based simulation model to yield considerably higher speedups.

Simulations play an increasingly important role in data science and are fertile ground for further

data management research. While it was only within the scope of this paper to hint at this fact, we

believe that there are a number of very promising directions for further work, including advanced

query languages for analytics on top of simulation outcomes, fusing simulations with databases,

and viewing simulations as learning models.
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